Layers of the Rainforest
Circle all the animals you can find!

Jungle Layers Song
To the tune of the Hokey Pokey

You’ve got the canopy
Where the sunshine flows
You’ve got the canopy
Where the monkeys come and go

You learn the jungle layers
And you share them with the world
That’s what it’s all about!

You’ve got the understory
Where there’s not much light
You’ve got the understory
Where the insects like to bite

You learn the jungle layers
And you share them with the world
That’s what it’s all about!

You’ve got the forest floor
Where the plants start to grow
You’ve got the forest floor
Where the mushrooms are aglow

You learn the jungle layers
And you share them with the world
That’s what it’s all about!

You’ve got the soil below
Where the seeds start to sprout
You’ve got the soil below
Where the worms wiggle about

You learn the jungle layers
And you share them with the world
That’s what it’s all about!

You’ve got the bedrock too
Where it’s hidden from the eye
You’ve got the bedrock too
Where the minerals lie

You learn the jungle layers
And you share them with the world
That’s what it’s all about!